Performance Packaging Group is
your best solution for assembly, kit
packaging and fulfillment services.
Our mission is predicated on building
a workforce tailored to your business
needs that will produce hand
assembled products and services.
Our team of experienced,
professional assembly technicians is
committed to exceeding your
production expectations.
Performance Packaging Group is
highly regarded by major
corporations as the service experts
that can complete any job using the
shortest lead times and the quickest
turnaround times in the industry.
Our commitment to providing
superior service is just one aspect of
our business. Performance
Packaging Group’s assembly division
is equipped with automated
packaging equipment for large
volume jobs when your work requires
some automation assembly. Our
management team supervises each
job. This attention to detail sets us
apart from our competitors. As your
product enters its final stage before
shipment, our quality control
specialist performs a quality check
ensuring your job surpasses our
expectations.

Finally, we are a One-Stop-Shop.
Performance Packaging Group has
teamed up with Velocity Packaging to
offer our customers better than market
prices for packaging materials and
supplies. This collaboration allows
Performance Packaging Group to
provide you the best pricing for all of
your assembly and kit packaging
needs.

Performance Packaging Group is your
solution for meeting fulfillment and
production goals. Our expedient
approach to production and quality
services makes us your best choice for
the job. Moreover, Performance
Packaging Group can perform these
services at very competitive prices.
Customer satisfaction is our number
one priority!

Performance Packaging Group
17501 W. 98th Street, #32-47
Lenexa, Kansas 66219
Office: 913.438.2012
Fax: 913.438.2930
www.performancepackaginggroup.com

SERVICES

INDUSTRIES SERVED

Following are just some of the services that
allow us to provide one-stop shopping:

Here are some of the many industries we
serve:




















Assembly
Kit packing, corrugated, cards, bags,
sub-assembly, healthcare and
pharmaceutical products and more
Collating
Literature, brochures, cards,
presentations, information and direct
mail
Custom Care Assembly
Admissions kits, custom designed kits,
displays, inserts, plastics, electronics,
etc.
Distribution
Product allocation to customers and
vendors
Fulfillment
General, specialty and custom orders
Hand Taping/Gluing
Customized taping and gluing services
Labeling
Assorted services, tipping
Poly-bagging
Parts, customer/employee materials,
small parcel items, etc.
Tape, heat-sealed, zip-lock
P.O.P Displays
Component assembly or kit packing for
retail display
Repackaging
Break shipments to smaller or larger
quantity; customized product
advertisement
Shrink-wrapping
Posters, bundles, stack-outs, variety
packs, etc.
Strapping and Banding
Corrugated, cards, bags, etc.
Tipping
Unique tip-on projects















Automotive
Parts assembly, product repackaging,
shipping
Banks
Folding, collating, packaging and
shrink-wrap
Printers, Advertisers, Direct Mail
Services
Folding, collating, packaging, P.O.P
Displays and shrink-wrap
Retail
Inspection, packaging, end cap
displays, stack-outs
Electronics
Inspection, assembly, packaging
Forensic
Custom kits, labeling, packaging
Healthcare/Pharmaceutical
Custom kits, packaging, labeling,
poly-bagging
Insurance
Folding, mass collating services
Manufacturing
Assembly, re-work & repair,
fulfillment, inspection, distribution
Newspaper and Ad Agency
Insertion, folding, tip-on
Novelty
Assembly, packaging, shrink-wrap
Promotional
P.O.P display/component assembly,
seasonal promotion items, tip-on

Call us today for a free quote. You can
reach us at 913-438-2012 or submit your
request for a free quote on line at
www.performancepackaginggroup.com.
You may also contact Lewis Lowry,
Business Development Consultant, at
816-868-7270.

